


SSON Survey 2015: CEE Focus
5 Mega Trends that Are Disrupting Services Delivery –  
How Are Central and East European Centres Preparing for Them?

As innovations around technology and increasingly global footprints have released shared services from 
the traditional transactional focus of their role, more and more are reporting improved performance and 
higher value add, as well as an increasingly collaborative relationship with customers, versus the service-
based relationship of old. This bodes well for Shared Services careers and the ‘industry’ at large.

Today we are witnessing five mega-trends from which no service functions are immune. These include: 
process optimisation, digital transformation, data analytics, automation, and new and evolving skill sets. 
While you can access SSON’s Global Survey Report here, this report takes a closer look at how Central 
and Eastern Europe-based Shared Services centres are facing up to these challenges. It sheds light on 
investment priorities, mobile strategies, and outsourcing trends.

Kind regards

Barbara Hodge 
SSON editor-in-chief

While cost-cutting naturally remains a key priority, with around 40% of global respondents indicating it as a core target, Central and 
East European-based centres lead by a significant margin in also recognising shared services as a means of driving standardisation 
and transformation at process level.  They also show the least percentage of centres still engaging predominantly in “cost cutting, 
but planning to shift to business performance” – thereby highlighting the increasingly value-add context of so many Central and East 
European operations.

How is the shared services model defined today within the CEE region?

Western Europe Central & Eastern Europe APAC

�Driving standardisation and  25.3% 
transformation at process level

�Driving standardisation and  52.9% 
transformation at process level

�Driving standardisation and  28.9% 
transformation at process level

India Australasia North America

�Driving standardisation and  25% 
transformation at process level

�Driving standardisation and  39.2% 
transformation at process level

�Driving standardisation and  41.5% 
transformation at process level

This trend is supported by the significant weighting given to standardisation as a 
measure or indication of performance. Central and Eastern Europe led other regions in 
giving the highest rank to prioritising standardisation as a core performance metric.

Latin America/Caribbean

�Driving standardisation and  35.7% 
transformation at process level



How are you going to optimise your services delivery in the next 5 years?

European centres generally outranked other regions in their implementation of invoicing solutions, with more than half CEE 
respondents indicating they had already implemented an automated solution. Apart from APAC-based centres, the rest of the world 
lagged significantly in this field.

Western Europe

India Latin America/Caribbean

Central & Eastern Europe

Australasia

APACMiddle East/Africa

North America

y�Technology  68.4%
y�Additional scope  53.2% 
 of services

y�Technology  65%
y�Additional scope  55% 
 of services

y�Technology  70.6%
y�Additional scope  64.7% 
 of services

y�Technology  72.2%
y�Additional scope  41.8% 
 of services

y�Technology  50%
y�Additional scope  40% 
 of services

y�Technology  69.5%
y�Additional scope  46.3% 
 of services

y�Technology  57.8%
y�Additional scope  40% 
 of services

y�Technology  57.1%
y�Additional scope  42.8% 
 of services

Central and East European-based centres also lead in the implementation of vendor management solutions, with nearly 50% 
of CEE respondents indicating their current use of such solutions.

Which enabling technologies have you already deployed?

y�Invoicing Solutions  65%
y�Vendor Management  55%

y�Invoicing Solutions  35%
y�Vendor Management  30%

y�Invoicing Solutions  21.4%
y�Vendor Management  21.4%

y�Invoicing Solutions  53%
y�Vendor Management  47%

y�Invoicing Solutions  35.4%
y�Vendor Management  22.8%

y�Invoicing Solutions  49%
y�Vendor Management  31%

y�Invoicing Solutions  37.8%
y�Vendor Management  30.5%

Western Europe Central & Eastern Europe APAC

India Australasia North America

When it comes to using data analytics to drive performance, however, CEE-based 
centres lag their global peers significantly. It’s an area in which we expect to see 
significant activity in the near future, however. We see a similar lag in the use of third-
party or outside consultancy support as a resource for driving process excellence.

Latin America/Caribbean

Optimised performance is being significantly 
driven by new and emerging technology solutions. 

CEE-based centres lead the rest of the world in prioritising 
“technology solutions” and “expanded scope” to deliver optimised 

service performance over the next five years. The forward-looking 
strategies employed in Central and East European service centres 
are clearly demonstrated by our survey’s results.

Mega-trend 1: PerforMance oPtiMisation



How are you driving process excellence?

How are you resourcing process excellence

Which new digital and automation technologies do you believe offer the most promise to  
your operations?

Data Analytics

y�Western Europe 53.2%
y�Central & Eastern Europe 37.5%
y�APAC 47.7%
y�India 40%
y�Australasia 49.4%
y�North America 60.5%
y�Latin America/Caribbean 42.9%

Western Europe

India Latin America/Caribbean

Central & Eastern Europe

Australasia

APACMiddle East/Africa

North America

y�Third Party/Outside  11.4% 
 Consultancy

y�Third Party/Outside  10% 
 Consultancy

y�Third Party/Outside  5.9% 
 Consultancy

y�Third Party/Outside  7.6% 
 Consultancy

y�Third Party/Outside  10% 
 Consultancy

y�Third Party/Outside  7% 
 Consultancy

y�Third Party/Outside  15.6% 
 Consultancy

y�Third Party/Outside  14.3% 
 Consultancy

y�Mobile  29.4% 
 (bring your own device; apps) 

y�E-enabled services 41.2%
y�Self-Service Solutions 70.6%
y�In-house Collaborative  41.2% 
 Networking Opportunities 
y�Robotic Process Automation 23.5%

Automation and Social Media offer opportunities.

While ERP consolidation or shifting to a single platform are the 
most popular means of driving digitalisation across global shared 
services centres, we are seeing more process specific technology 
applications (in more than a third of CCE-based centres) and a 

renewed focus on enabling end-to-end process flows (nearly 
50%). In addition, mobile applications, social media integration, 
online collaborative forums and cloud-based solutions are all 
playing a part in supporting a digital enterprise. 

Mega-trend 2: Leveraging digitaL and autoMation soLutions 

To support an increasingly digital environment, CEE-based SSCs are relying predominantly on self-service technology, in-house 
collaboration, and e-enabled solutions. However, there are challenges: cost and lack of strategic prioritisation are two of the roadblocks 
that are limiting more activity in this area at present, across the CEE region.



How are “mobile solutions” and social media capabilities impacting on operations?

y��Mobility is being added as a requirement to all new technology and solution to all new technology and solution
y���Social Media is being included as a core requirement for future technology implementations

Western 
Europe India

Latin 
America/ 

Caribbean

Central & 
Eastern 
Europe

Australasia
Middle 
East/
Africa

APAC North 
America

53.9%

43.8%

30%

43.2%

55%
57.7%

53.8%

42.9%

10.1%

29.4%

10%

4.4%

10%

3.8%
7.3%

28.6%

CEE centres have highest ratio of “mature” business intelligence strategies in place but still in 
early stages of Master Data Management planning 

Mega-trend 3: data anaLytics and rePorting 

What level of maturity is your Data/Business Intelligence strategy at?

y��Mature – formal strategy in  11.8% 
place, routine utilisation of 
data for insights and decision  
making, designated BI/Data roles  
and responsibilities

y��Progressing – strategy  41.2% 
outlined, data collection and  
tools have been/planned to be 
implemented, beginning to utilise  
data to draw insights and base 
decisions upon

y��Initiating – Identifying BI/data  35.3% 
needs, data sources and tools

y��No BI/data strategy or current  11.8% 
plan to create one

Business intelligence has emerged as the silver bullet of service performance, and Central and Eastern European-based 
centres show the highest percentage of global respondents describing their strategy as “mature”, while India leads its global 
peers in “progressing” a BI strategy (60% of regional respondents).



Where will data analytics deliver the biggest impact on operations?

y��Identify problem areas for  64.7% 
improvement

y��Identify profitable business  17.7% 
operations/markets

y��Identify opportunities for  29.4% 
improvement in spend

y��Identify vendor consolidation  17.7% 
opportunities

y�Identify talent opportunities/ 17.8% 
 pitfalls

In terms of where data analytics is expected to deliver the biggest impact, CEE centres reflect global expectations in choosing 
“problem identification”, with surprisingly low points, however, allocated to identifying profitable business operations/markets 
or vendor consolidation and spend improvement – a strategy generally associated with more evolved centres.

Indicate which of the following best describes your Master Data Management plan

Central and East European SSCs are also lagging the rest of the world in terms of master data management planning – 
ranking second-to-last behind Latin America in terms of “no master data management plan in place” and lagging global  
peers in terms of current implementation.

y�Western Europe 17.7%
y�Central & Eastern Europe 41.2%
y�Middle East/Africa 20%
y�APAC 31.1%
y�India 25%
y�Australasia 34.2%
y�North America 37.8%
y�Latin America/Caribbean 57.1%

No MDM plan in place or considered

Reflecting strong and interactive customer engagement

As business customers increasingly demand more added value from shared services centres through improved transparency, 
speed, and support in decision-making, customer service is a key measure for how well SSCs are meeting customers’ 
expectations. Improved customer service is being driven predominantly through customer interaction frameworks or customer 
relationship management solutions – both areas rated highly by Central and East European-based services centres (65% and 
41% of CEE respondents, respectively).

While the primary means of tracking customer service performance remain SLAs, metrics based quality measures, alongside 
productivity measures, rate highly for Central and East Europeans shared services. What is surprising is the low percentage of 
respondents that list “impact on customer’s business” as a focus, in contrast to other regions across the world.

Mega-trend 4: custoMer service 

What is your primary Customer Service advancement focus?

In line with most global regions, nearly half the CEE-based shared services meet their customers face-to-face on a quarterly or 
more frequent basis. CEE centres appear to maintain strong and interactive customer relationships – the region listed the lowest 
percentage (6%) of respondents indicating they never meet face-to-face. (Interesting to note: 1/5 of Australasian centres, and 18% 
of North American centres indicate they never meet customers face-to-face for a review.) 

y�Western Europe 17.7%
y�Central & Eastern Europe 5.9%
y�APAC 22.2%
y�India 15%
y�Australasia 10.1%
y�North America 6.1%
y�Latin America/Caribbean 28.6%

 Impact on customer’s business  
(ie your impact on customer’s operations)



What is the degree of penetration across your customer base for services provided?

y��Less than 25%  11.8%

y��50%  41.2%

y��75%  35.3%

y��100%  11.8%

While our survey indicates that there is plenty of opportunity to expand scope by covering more of the potential customer base, 
Central and East European centres lead the world in terms of covering “100%” of the potential customer base, with 18% of 
respondents from the CEE region falling into that category. The region also showed the highest percentage (41%) of those indicating 
they currently cover 75% of their customer base. 

What percentage of your current customers would rate themselves as less than 
50% satisfied with your services?

Central and East European centres show great confidence in their positive impact on their customers business, as well as their 
customers’ satisfaction with services delivered, ranking near the top end of those centres who believe their customers see them as 
vital to their success. 

y�Western Europe 43%
y�Central & Eastern Europe 76.5%
y�APAC 44.4%
y�India 45%
y�Australasia 49.4%
y�North America 52.4%
y�Latin America/Caribbean 35.7%

Less than 10%



Which skill sets are you prioritising within Shared Services going forward?

Notably lagging in terms of prioritising leadership and data analytics skills

As shared services mature and transactional processes are increasingly automated, it is the knowledge-centric, intelligence-driven 
aspect of service delivery that is sought after. “Service excellence” and “subject matter expertise” are being prioritised, while 
technical proficiency is no longer so important. Where the CEE region seems to lag its peers is in focusing on data analytics-
based skills and leadership training. In the latter, in particular, CEE centres appear to be missing an opportunity to expend the 
SSC scope through strong and influential leadership. In contrast, most of the rest of the world rates leadership more significantly. 
The gap is even larger in data analytics – where CEE centres indicated no prioritisation, but the rest of the world showed at least  
a fifth of centres focusing on data analytics skills to drive future performance.

Mega-trend 5: evoLving taLent and skiLL sets

Central & Eastern Europe

y��Data analytics – transforming  0% 
data into insights  

y��Leadership  5.9%

y��Service Excellence  52.9%

y��Subject Matter Expertise  35.3% 
(functional)

y��Technical Proficiency/ 0% 
Technology Adeptness  

y�Leadership  13.9% y�Leadership  5.9% y�Leadership  15.6%

Western Europe Central & Eastern Europe APAC

y�Leadership  0% y�Leadership  21.5% y�Leadership  14.6%

India Australasia North America

y�Leadership  0%

Latin America/Caribbean

What will be the impact of these skills on service delivery?

Central & Eastern Europe

y��More Analytics  11.8%

y��Fewer errors (Increased  52.9% 
quality / reduced defects) 

y��More value added/proactive  58.5% 
service  

y��Fewer call backs  0%

y��Reduced rework 35.3%

y��Increased customer satisfaction 88.2%

y��Lower rates / cost savings  17.7% 
from increased productivity 

y��Earn/increase trust and respect  17.7% 
of the customers we serve 

These new skill sets are expected to deliver increased customer satisfaction as well as more value added services, and are being 
encouraged by tying them into performance reviews and offering relevant training.  



Like content like this?

Become part of the world’s biggest 
and most relevant Shared Services & 
Outsourcing community. For FREE.

Sign up online at www.ssonetwork.com/member-signup

About the Shared Services & Outsourcing Network (SSON)
The Shared Services & Outsourcing Network (SSON) is the largest 
and most established community of shared services and outsourcing 
executives, with over 90,000 active members globally. We provide 

the platform on which key industry experts and organizations share their experience, 
knowledge and tools, and SSO practitioners connect with others all over the world, face 
to face and online. 

Dedicated to practitioners involved with their organization’s shared services, outsourcing 
and transformation initiatives, SSON is the catalyst for conversation, connection and 
change that inspires the growth of our industry.

90,000  
Members Globally

34,471  
LinkedIn Members

100,000+  
Annual Website Visitors

1,625 articles  
with our global members

149  
Thought-Leading White Papers

119  
Webinars

87 interviews  
with leading practitioners

40 SSON-branded  
annual events globally

20 columnists  
to share tips on strategy

5  
Regional Flagship SS&O Weeks

200  
SSO Pro Graduates

SSON in Numbers: last year we witnessed...

SIGN UP TODAY! 
www.ssonetwork.com/member-signup



Eastern Europe’s premiere conference dedicated to the 
shared services and outsourcing industry.

Join Eastern Europe Shared Services in Warsaw, Poland, October 
13th – 15th 2015, and be a part of the 150+ senior executives for 3 days of 
comprehensive insights into how the region has evolved, and where you stand 
amongst your Eastern European peers.

6 Reasons to attend Eastern Europe Shared Services:

Take advantage of an exclusive SSC site visit combined with a half day workshop, 
offering unique behind the scenes insight into what excellent shared service 
centres look like, and how they operate

Peer-led programme - 90% practitioner led sessions from the leaders of 
established and upcoming SSC regions in Europe

Unparalleled networking opportunities, including 15 hours of structured and 
informal networking across the programme, to facilitate key introductions to those 
people who could reveal your next step in the SSO journey

Immerse yourself in the regional roundtables focused by areas in Eastern Europe, 
including Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Lithuania, and Romania, to learn 
about different regional challenges and opportunities

Starting out track and GBS track means that whether you are just at the beginning 
of your Shared Service story or more established, you get the benefit of engaging 
with peers at a similar level

Join the interactive streams for HR and Finance technology demonstrations, 
showcasing the latest in automation and analytics software, to drive actionable 
insight and seamless delivery in your day-to-day operations

Speakers include representatives from companies like Coca-Cola, BT Global Services, 
Schneider Electric, Teva Pharmaceuticals, Siemens, plus many, many more!

Want to find out more?  
Visit www.easterneuropesharedservices.com to download the brochure.

interested in Learning More aBout tHis toPic?

http://bit.ly/1NHUvhl
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